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playing, I wandered
into the agave fields.
The tips of the rosetteshaped agave plant are
spiky, almost knifelike. I was under
clear instructions: snap an end off a
spiny plant. Use it as a writing implement. Whatever you write should be a
wish, or something you really desire, or
want to protect. Think carefully about
your wish.
I carved it into the long paddle-like
leaf of another agave. When the succulent reached eight to 10 years of age, it
would be harvested to make mezcal,
and my good wishes and energy would
become part of the spirit and bottled.
When I left this dusty hilltop in the
Oaxacan Sierra, my carving would
remain. Afterwards, any time I brought
a glass of mezcal to my lips, I would be
reminded of my wish, I would wonder
where it was now, I would remember the
sunset behind the mountains. These
were my instructions, and I was happy
to obey.

The common misconception about
mezcal is that it is a smoky type of
tequila. In fact, the opposite is actually
true — tequila is a type of mezcal; mezcal is a general term for spirits distilled
from agave plants. “People automatically relate mezcal to tequila, because
the prime matter is the same,” says
Fausto Zapata, co-founder of Mezcal El
Silencio, an artisanal mezcal producer.
“Both come from the agave plant but
think of it like this: two felines may have
the same roots but they can be very different animals.”
Mezcal is produced in other areas of
Mexico, but Oaxaca, a state in the south
of the country, is both its historic home
and the core of mezcal production
today. Enjoyed since colonial times
within Mexico, the popularity of mezcal
has exploded beyond its borders in
recent years, as anyone who has crossed
the threshold of a serious cocktail bar
lately could tell you. Bars such as Leyenda in Brooklyn and Mezcalería Tobalá
at Whisler’s in Austin, Texas, specialise
in the spirit, offering tasting flights and
allowing the side-by-side comparison of
single-varietal mezcals from espadin to
tobalá to tobasiche.
These tasting flights demonstrate that
there is much more to mezcal than just
smoke. “Yes, mezcal is smoky in a way,”
says Jillian Vose, bar manager at The
Dead Rabbit Grocery and Grog in New
York, “but there are so many other
nuances: the grassiness, the fruit. Start
sipping it neat and you’ll get beyond the
smoke, fast.” Cocktails are a common
introduction to the spirit, but it is also
satisfying drunk neat and slow, allowing
contemplation of its complexity.
This surge in popularity behind the
bar has driven the rise of mezcal tourism in Oaxaca, with steady openings of
more mezcal-centric bars and restaurants, more palenques (distilleries)
opening their doors to visitors, and
more English-speaking guides who can
lead the way to tastings at artisan producers in remote villages. Cocktails
were my introduction to mezcal, and it
only took a handful of mezcal negronis
and mezcal old-fashioneds before I
booked a ticket to Oaxaca. I wanted to
see how mezcal is made, to smell the
smoke, to taste this spirit hot off the still.

I NEVER LEAVE
HOME
WITHOUT . . .
What special items do expert
travellers take with them to ease
their journeys? In the latest in our
series, novelist Wilbur Smith
explains why he never flies without
a steak knife.

Spirited away
Mexico | The growing popularity of mezcal is drawing enthusiasts to its
source — rustic distilleries in the hills of Oaxaca. By Jessica Colley Clarke
ffilled with abandon to the
point of overflowing. Novices and aficionados alike sample sips from bottles
that sometimes will never make it
beyond the border.
“It’s a different type of sensation when
drinking mezcal,” says Jason Cox, coowner and “mezcal curator” at El Destilado, one of Oaxaca’s mezcalerias. “People open up and share and laugh — it’s
such a clean, clear, lucid, buzz.” El Destilado, which opened in September 2015,
is a destination for mezcal drinkers
looking to get geeky about their favourite spirit. Among approximately 50
options, visitors can sample mezcals
fermented in wood, clay pots, or even
raw hide.
From main: a
mezcal producer
inspects his
fields in Oaxaca;
El Cortijo, one of
Oaxaca’s many
mezcalerias;
workers roast
agave hearts at
Mezcal El
Silencio; Plaza
Santo Domingo,
Oaxaca — Kevin
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About 230 miles south of Mexico City,
Oaxaca — the capital of the state of the
same name — is a colourful town of
about 260,000 people with a beautiful
colonial core. Its shady streets and
vibrant markets have their charms, but
for drinkers the city serves one main
purpose: a gateway to all things mezcal.
There are the many mezcalerias within
the city limits, and beyond, the rural
palenques where agave plants are
chopped by hand and roasted.
On my first night in Oaxaca, the mezcal flows like a summer deluge. In a
dimly lit mezcaleria near my hotel,
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For details of the Nuremberg market see
christkindlesmarkt.de, and for Dresden see
dresden-weihnachten.info. For information on
travel and accommodation, see germany.travel
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hen Prince Albert
first brought seasonal
gingerbread and
decorated fir trees to
Britain 175 years ago,
he was making the initial tentative
steps towards introducing German
festive culture to the wider world. This
weekend tthe biggest manifestation of
that German way of Christmas will
splutter into life, but these days the
direction of travel has mostly reversed
— the country’s Christmas markets
now attract 85m visitors every year
and generate Gemütlichkeit (good
cheer) on an industrial scale.
Over the next five weeks, fleets of
river cruisers will embark on special
itineraries along the Danube and the
Rhine, stopping off at twinkling villages
lit up with fairy lights and wrapped in
the aroma of spiced wine and roasting
almonds. Bus tours will set off from the
UK and across Europe, heading for the
likes of Cologne, whose multiple
markets attract 4m visitors and
include one of four “pink” LGBT
Christmas markets in Germany.
Meanwhile, Albert’s tradition has
been maintained by his descendant,
Queen Elizabeth, who this week took
delivery of a tree from Cobourg and
hand-painted baubles from Lauscha, a
town in the Thuringian mountains. The
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The following morning, I wake with a
surprisingly clear head — mezcal is
famed for its ability to leave the imbiber
headache-free — and set out into the
countryside. My hotel has arranged a
driver, since mezcal tasting and selfdriving don’t mix. Our destination is the
the Mezcal El Silencio palenque, where
the spirit has been made for generations, close to the village of San Baltazar
Guelavila, 90-minutes from the city. As I
step from the car, I’m smacked with the
smell of sweet roast potatoes, but there
is no food being prepared. That powerful aroma is roasted agave, being ground
into a mash by a stone wheel pulled in a
circle by a donkey. Master mezcalier
Pedro Hernández is in charge, and I
arrive just in time to witness a roast
from the start.
The name mezcal comes from the
Nahuatl language and means “ovencooked agave”. Mezcal gets its signature
smoky character from the roasting of
agave hearts, or piñas, in large pits lined
with hot stones (tequila, by contrast, is
commonly made by cooking agave
hearts in large, steam-heated ovens). At
the edge of the pit, I can see heat rising
off the stones, distorting the air into
hazy waves. Before the roast, agave
plants are harvested and their spiny
leaves hacked off to reveal the core that
can weigh up to 100kg. After these piñas
are chopped by hand, they’re ready to

export of German gingerbread,
however, has faltered, supplanted in
many places by stollen, the German
Christmas cake. Meanwhile, the
Christmas market concept itself has
become an export, beginning to pop up
as far afield as China and Japan.
But there are some unique traditions
that will probably never make it on to
the world stage. Some products remain
peculiar to individual markets within
Germany, and have to be admired and
puzzled over in their traditional
settings. Take Nuremberg’s “prune
men”, for example. The
Christkindlesmarkt in this Bavarian
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first, a tradition. “One sip of mezcal first
thing in the morning,” Hernández says
with light in his eye. “We call it the silent
moment — every mezcalero does it.”
About 200 pieces in total are tossed
into the pit, with each worker throwing
at least one piña (everyone must participate or it is believed that the batch won’t
cook evenly). The pile of raw agave
hearts is covered with agave fibre and
many shovelfuls of earth, then will be
slow-roasted for about four days. Once
uncovered, the sticky agave is ground
with a stone wheel pulled by a donkey
into a pulp that will ferment and then be
distilled. The whole process from harvesttobottletakesabout25days.
“To fully experience mezcal, you
must go to Mexico,” says Braden
Lagrone, a mezcal expert and a bartender at Cure in New Orleans. “You
need to handle agave, to see it roasted,
to get your hands a little dirty.” The
palenques surrounding Oaxaca are not
the air-conditioned distilleries that
many drinkers might be accustomed to,
but, in exchange for the heat and occasional whiffs of mule manure, there are
many rewards. Lagrone is a particular
fan of tasting mezcal hot off the still,
with the smell of roasted agave in the air.
“Off the still, it’s so aromatic and pungent and concentrated,” he says. “When
something rests in glass it mellows out —
I prefer the young, the hot, the rustic. It’s
exciting to have the opportunity to taste
that before it begins to change.”
After my hands-on education at
the palenque, we climb dusty roads to
reach a hilltop for a picnic of mole, rice
and beans alongside little icy bottles
of Mexican beer and, of course, more
mezcal. A trumpet signals a band into
action, and on a makeshift dance floor
I’m taught a few steps.
When the band stops playing, I wander into the agave fields with a glass of
mezcal in hand. I sketch my wish into
the spear of an agave plant and keep
walking, succulents spotting the hillsides as far as the eye can see.

i / DETAILS
Mezcal El Silencio (mezcalelsilencio.com) is open
to visitors by appointment (free but guests must
arrange their own transport). Other palenques
open to visitors include Mezcal Real Minero
(realminero.com.mx); Mezcal Educational Tours
(mezcaleducationaltours.com) offers single and
multi-day guided trips and tastings. In Oaxaca,
specialist bars to visit include Mezcaloteca
(mezcaloteca.com), El Destilado
(eldestilado.com), In Situ (insitumezcaleria.com)
and Mezcalogia (Calle Garcia Vigil 509)

The ‘prune men’ of
Nuremberg come in all
shapes and sizes, from
musicians to chimney
sweeps, courting couples
to country walkers

city (pictured below) was founded in
the mid-16th century and is dominated
by the ornate gothic façade of the
Frauenkirche. Many stalls ffocus on
handmade tree decorations but the
true curiosities here are the armies of
figures made from dried fruit. These
“prune men”, or Zwetschgenmaennla,
come in all shapes and guises, from
musicians to chimney sweeps, courting
couples to country walkers.
They have figs for bodies, prunes for
arms and legs, and raisins for hands,
and they were supposedly invented by
a Nuremberg father who’d wanted to
buy his children dolls for Christmas but
had no money. Instead, he improvised
with wire and preserved fruit from the
trees outside his house. The result
must have been appreciated, because
today Zwetschgenmaennla are
collected and exchanged as symbolic
gifts. As the saying goes: “With a prune
man in your house, money and
happiness stay, too.”
Almost as odd as these men of fruit
are the smoke-emitting figurines found
in Germany’s oldest Christmas market,
in Dresden, which is also the wellspring
of several other Christmas traditions.
Since 1434, the Striezelmarkt has sat in
the middle of the baroque old town,
and it was here that stollen originated
(a giant three-and-a-half-tonner is

I like a steak. In fact,
nearly every evening
for dinner I eat a
steak and a sharp
knife — I mean a deadly
sharp knife — greatly enhances
my pleasure.
We have two homes, one in
Cape Town and one in London,
and in each home I have a drawer
filled with about 30 steak knives.
Some of them are real beauties,
masterpieces. One of my favourites
is by a knife maker in France
who uses mammoth ivory for
the handles.
When I’m going away, I go to the
kitchen and look at the knives in
the drawer an
and
decide which
w
one
appeaals to me
in thhat
moment.
(Thhe steak
knife goes
in tthe hold
— I don’t try
to take them
on boaard.)
We travvel all
over the place.. Very
recently we went to Japan because
my wife wanted to ski there. I don’t
ski any more — if you’re over 60
and still skiing you should have
your head read — but I watched her
[his wife is younger]. Thankfully I’ve
escaped without broken bones.
We go every year to Switzerland,
and we also go to India to see
tigers and travel regularly in central
Africa because I love the wildlife.
We also used to go to Argentina
a lot to fish for trout.
Some of my earliest travels were
to Egypt, where I’ve set six novels,
based on the ancient Egyptians.
Just before I was born, they found
Tutankhamun’s tomb. My mother
was captivated by it and later on,
as the tomb was excavated and
the treasures brought to life, she
passed that enthusiasm on to me.
When the time came for me to
travel out of southern Africa to
London to promote my first novel,
When the Lion Feeds (1964), I went
via Cairo and travelled up and down
the Nile. I’ve been enchanted with
Egypt ever since and for the next
20 to 30 years I went back regularly,
hiring camels and going to all the
known sites.
In London I eat steak at
Annabel’s, in Cape Town there are
probably a dozen places. When I go
out to a restaurant for a steak I’ll
take my own knife. I don’t tend to
get funny looks, but sometimes the
waiter will ask to have a look at it
and occasionally suggest
I’m not really allowed to
carry it. To which I’ll say:
“You’re not going to tell
anyone, are you?”
Wilbur Smith was born in 1933 in
what is now Zambia, and published
his first novel in 1964. He has
gone on to write 38 novels, selling
more than 100m books in 20
languages. His latest is ‘Pharaoh’
(HarperFiction). He was talking to
Carl Wilkinson

wheeled in on a horse-drawn carriage
on the second Saturday of the market).
Also here are tiered wooden pyramids
bearing candles and topped by rotating
fans driven by the rising heat, from
which we now have angel chimes.
But it is the hand-carved figurines,
particularly the open-mouthed
Räuchermann (“smoking man”), that
will perplex visitors. The tradition is
that these were carved by miners from
the nearby Ore mountains, originally to
sit by children’s bedsides and ward off
illness. The smoking man comes in
many forms but is fundamentally an
incense-burner with a big hole for a
mouth, from which the smoke
emerges. Like the prune man, he has
gained a talismanic significance.
Many other collectible figurines
have been developed here, too, and in
villages such as Seiffen in tthe Ore
mountains, craftsmen work year-round
to keep Dresden’s Christmas market
supplied. In recent years these carvers
have become more and more
ambitious. Among their creations
are wooden models of Dresden’s
architecture — beautifully detailed, and
perhaps with more collectible appeal for
the international visitor than smokebelching men and dolls made of prunes.
Andrew Eames

